
tion here selected for a sketch is in the vicinity of this old 
bridge. The base of the hill is concealed by a talus of debris, 
above which rises tbe colonnad e of basaltic pillars, leaning 
at an angle of 23', and reminding one of the Palisades of the 
Hudson, to which they are geologically related. 

An old road winds up through the gorge to a quarry, 
whence for many years materials have been obtained for the 
foundations of most of tbe houses in the city, as well as for 
the Belgian and Telford pavements laid along the principal 
streets. Leaving the heaps of stone and shanties of the 
quarrymen, the road leads up to the summit, where stands 
"Stewart's Castle,"· the uncouth residence of tbe eccentric 
individual who still owns the Rock, guarding it by dog and 
gun, and only permitting tbe curious who may intrude upon 
his domain to look from the brink of the tall cliff on the 
payment of ten cents. The fee is small"and the view is 
beyond question tbe finest in the State; but the conditions 
spoil it for any except the most philosopbical minds. Tbe 
proprietor refuses to sell, saying that $100,000 would be no 
inducement to him to part with bis acres, productive only in 
sprouts and paving stones; adding that if the commissioners 
condemn his lands he will defend his rights by the ablest 
legal counsel to be had in the country. The public are im· 
patient to enjoy the unrivaled scenery, and willing to pay 
a fair price for tbe place ; and the owner may hear some 
thing about tbe right of eminent domain before the year is 
over. Absurd as it may be, the man is actually building 11 

steamboat on his premises; "having never read," as a com' 
m issioner remarks, " of Robinson Crusoe and his dug-out;!" 

These bold rocks, rising aloft from tide level, have served 
as landmarks ever since the Dutch adventurers coasted along 
hither from the New Netherlands, nearly 250 years ago. 
They called the locality "Red Mount," from the ruddy 
face of the rocks, and the name, in tbe modified form of 

R e d  Rock, still adheres to a bluff at the head of the har
bor, at whose base a marine railway now lies where in 
colonial times the seals were wont to play. 

An unsucces�ful attempt was made, at a later day, to 
change the name of East Rock to " Sassacus," in honor of 
the Indian chieftain of that ilk, and to call West Rock 
" Regicide," in memory of the illustrious fugitives who long 
dwelt there in the "Judges' Cave." Professor Baldwin 
finds these names in Hillhouse's dramas: 

" See! how the guardian giants tower, 
Changing their aspects with the honrl 
There Sassacus in shade or glow, 
Hot with the noon or while with snow, 
Dark in the d awn, at evening red, 
Or rolling vapors ronnd his head. 
In the soft West, as rlay rleclines, 
The Regicidf', his rival, shines; 
Whose noble outline on the sky, 
Dra ws and delains th' enamored eye." 

Seated on any peak in East Rock Park, on a summer's day, 
one may enjoy not only poetic hut geologic musings, as he 
regards tile jutting caps and proud cliffs, the meadows and 
the mOlHltains. By the aid of a glass Mount Holyoke, 82 

miles distant., may be seen ; and we leaJ'll, from Professer 
Dana, that all the region between was once covered by the 
estuary of the Connecticut, whose main stream 
was afterward diverted to another channel, 
leaving only the Quinnipiac as its represent
ative. This change was due to the ancient erup
tions that left as relics these long ridges of trap, 
from 100 to 1,200 feet high, skirted by sandstone 
walls, hardened or crumbled, as the case may be, 
by the intense heat to which they were once ex
posed. The surface is scored by glacier marks, 
even to the tops of the highest hills, showing that 
the entire region was wrapped in a glacier 
blanket. When this came to be removed it was 
changed into a plow that strewed the valleys with 
bowlders and excavated basins, one of which, 
Lake Salton stall, is 107 feet deep, though its sur' 
fac" is but 10 feet above the level of the adjacent 
Sound! Other basins arc now filled to the brim 
with peat that has been pierced in places for 65 

feet without striking the bottom. 
At one time the region was lifted as much as 

200 feet above its present level; and then great 
river beds were cut in what is now the fioor of 
the Sound, emptying mighty volumes of fresh 
water into the Atlantic through two mouths, one 
at the Race and the other in Peconic Bay. The 
charts of the United States Coast Survey will 
enable one to trace, by the soundings, the course 
of those ancient rivers; and artesian well�, sunk 
in their channel, bring from below the brine an 
abundant supply of fresh water which is in daily 
use! 

An elevation of 50 feet would sever the eastern 
portion of the Sound from the western; one of 
100 feet would lay bare four-fifths of its bed; and 
one of 200 would dry it up all the way from 
Greenwich to New London. Tbese facts explain 
how it happens that massive bowlders, like those 

A St,i! quicker Atlantic Passage. 

The steamer Alas�a, of the Guion l ine, has again beaten 
the record. She sailed from Queenstown eight minutes be
fore twelve on the morning of May 14, and passed Saudy 
Hook bar at 11 :40 A.M., May 21. Allowing for difference 
of time, the voyage occupied 7 days 4 hours 12 minutes. The 
daily distances were 428, 408, 419, 403, 423, 410, and 381 

mileB. On May 2 the Alaska completed the run to Queens-

MAP OF EAST ROCK PARK. 

town in 7 days and 26 minutes after leaving Sandy Book. 
This was the fastest time ever made in crossing tbe ocean. 
but is so no longer. On the return trip the Alaska reached 
Fastnet (June 6) in 6 days 19 hours and 25 minutes from 
Sandy Hook. This is two hours better than her previous 
" best" eastwa rd passage to the same point. 

NEW VENTILATING SYSTEM. 

We give an engraving of an improvement in the constru<!
tion of buildings for the purpose of ventilatiqn and for pre
venting snow from melting on the upper part of the house; 
for cooling the upper apartments, and for ventilating the 
cellar or lower portion. 

The invention consists in a novel arrangement of perforated 

/I/(/.! 

of 1,000 tons weight that form the Judges' Cave EATON'S VENTILATING SYSTEM. 
on West Rock, also lie along the sandhills of 
Long Island ; arid they hint at the 'possibility 
that by some gentle lift of the earth's crust, hereafter, lor slotted plancher and perforated end rafters, and in the 
tbat famous island may become again

. 
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therewith of air passages extending upward be-

was, the, soutbern shore of New England. tween tbe Jath and plaster and the outside sheathing. 
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In the accompanying engraving a is the p'lancher or under 
pmt of the cornice of the roof of a house. This projecting 
portion of the roof is built hollow, and the plancher is per
forated around the entire building with holes or slots, b>" or 
the plancher may be made of two boards laid side by side, 
with an aperture or space between them. The aperture or 
peJiorations are usually screened from view and shielded 
from the driving snow by means of a moulding having the 
upper rear eorner rabbeted, thereby giving an L-shaped termi
nation to the opening in the plancher. Through this aper
ture cold air is let into the upper p�rt of the house, under 
the roof, along the under side of the eaves. 

To obtain an outlet for the heated air and cause a good 
current, the outer or end rafters are perforated with slots or 
holes, g, which let the current,of heated air enter the end or 
gable cornice, whence it ·finds· exit at the peak th rough 
the holes in the plancher, already refened to. By the sim
ple means described the roof of a house can be kept 'cool, so 
that the snow will melt thereon only during a rise of tem
perature outside of the house, and cannot therefore-freeze at 
the edge of the roof and bank up, The current of air pass
ing along under the roof can be greatly increased, and the 
cellar or space between the house and the ground thoroughly 
ventilated, removing dead air and preventing dampness in 
this way. The upper inside corners of the sills are beveled at 
intervals, forming passages, t, which allow the air from tile 
cellar to ascend between the lath and plaster and the outside 
sheathing to the top of the wall of the house, where it passes 
through openings, p, and joins the current under the roof. 

In constructions where a plate is used as a support for the 
rafters tbe openings, p, are made in the plate; but it is pre
ferred to con nect the tops of the studding by means of inside 
and outside boards, 8, Fig. 3,) on wbich tbe rafters are de
signed to be rested. The opening between these boards 
affords a larg'e and free passage for the air. 

An additional beneficial effect of tbe construction is found 
in the rooms next the roof, these being rendered cool and 
pleasant in the heat of summer and preferable as sleeping 
apartments to the rooms below. The various apartments of 
the house may be ventilated through the devices described, 
suitable register openings being provided leading into the 
space between the studs behind the plaster. The air passes up 
througb the openings in the plate or between the boards, 8, at 
the top of tbe wall. If the wall is piastered no higher than 
this point, a horizontal box or conduit, e, is arranged over the 
openings, p, as shown in Fig. 2, and connected with the 
openings. so that the draught coming up between the studs 
which confine the room ventilation passes into tbe box, and 
is conveyed through an opening in the end rafter into the 
end cornice of the building, whimce it passes out through 
the ventilating openings in the plancher. In this construc
tion it will be seen that the side wall ventilation does not 
join the roof current until the cornice is reached, so that the 
warm air from the rooms cannot neutralize the effect of the 
cool current f rom the cornice under the Toof, although the 
latter is improved thereby. If the house is plastered in the 
garret portion as high as the roof ties, the box or air con
duit, z, is placed above the tie�, and a fiue, W, is constructed 
next the lath and plaster by means of a partition, the fiue 

leading from the openings, p, at the top of the 
side wall to the conduit. This improvement 
was recently patented by Mr. P. G. Eaton, of 
Springville, Erie county, N. Y. 

4 f ••.. 

A Relllarkable Ga!!l Well. 

The well finished in April last by the Niagara 
Oil Company, in WaShington county, Pa. , is one 
of tbe greatest gafsers of modern drilling days. 
Tbe sands found were not regular, nor as ex· 
pected, neither did they appear to be oil· bearing. 
After a six months' struggle with the drill, a 
depth of 2,200 feet was reached, when a vein 
of gas was struck whi(:h threw the tools clear 
out of the hole, and more than fifty feet above 
the top of the derrick. The strength of the gas 
can be imagined when it is known that the tools 
weigh about 800 pounds. All work was then 
out of the questiolJ, as the gas made such a roar
ing noise that the drillers had to go away from 
the well fully 300 yards before being able to 
make themselves understood. The company 
have expended already more than $20,000, and 
have nothing to show for their money but leases 
of 60,000 acres of land and the great gas blower. 
The well is eight miles north of Washington, 
Pa., in Mt. Pleasant Township. It is just twenty
two miles from Pittsburg, and may be utilized 
by the latter city in case tbe supply does not be· 
come exhausted soon.-Pe(;roleum Age. 

----.. . . _. -

A BRASS steam-whistle, tbonght to be the largest 
ever made, has just been finished by the Eaton, 
Cole & Burnham Co." 58 Joh n St, New York. It 
is of cast brass, 4 ft. 9 in. in length, the bell having 
a diameter of 20 in. Its weight is 400 lb. ,  and its 
value $500. Tbe supply pipe is 4 in. in diameter. 
It goes to a large steam saw mill in Canada, 
where it is to be employed, with a system 

of signals, to give orders to the lumbermen at a distance, 
and to summon the widely scattered employes in case of 
fire. 



Is Man the Highest Animal 1* 

The measure of zoological rank is the specialization ex
hibited by all the organs, taken collectively. Specialization 
may be exaggerated in one or several organs, without the 
animal therefore attaining as a Whole a high rank. This is 
the case in man. The measure of specialization is afforded 
by embryology, which shows in earlier stages the simplicity 
and uniformity of structure, which in later stages is re
placed by complexity. The human body preserves several 
important embryonic features. In man we find three series 
of high differentiations, namely: in the brain, in the changes 
induced by or accompanying the upright position, and third, 
in the apposibility of the thumbs to the other digits. These 
are the principal, though of course not strictly the only 
characteristics of man, which show that he is more special
ized than any other animal. In other respects he shows a 
still more striking inferiority. It is of course a familiar 
observation that his senses are less acute than those of many 
animals-:-he has neither the keen vision of the falcon, nor 
the delicate scent of the dog. He is equally inferior in many 
structural features. His teeth are of a low mammalian 
type, as is shown both by his dental formula and by the 
presence of cusps upon the crowns of the teeth, a peculiarity 
of the lower mammalia, entirely lost in the horse, the ele
phant, and many other "brute s." His limbs show a simi
lar inferiority, since they are little modified, preserving even 
the fun number of five digits, and in respect of these mem
bllrs man stands therefore. very low, lower than the cow 
and the pig. He plants the whole sole of his foot upon 
the ground, yet none except the lower mammalia, to
getber with man and his immediate congeners, are planti
grade. So too with bis stomach, which is so simple as com
pared with that of a ruminant, and indeed is of about the 
same grade as that of the carnivora. It makes, however, a 
still more forcible impression to learn that the human face, 
which we admire when withdrawn under a high intellectual 
forehead, is perhaps the most remarkable of all tbe indices 
that point out man's inferiority. In the mammalian embryo 
the face is formed under the fore brain or cerebral hemi
spheres. In our faces the fcetal disposition is perma
nently retained, with changes, which when greatest are still 
inconsiderable. In quadrupeds the facial region acquires a 
prominent development leading to the specialization of the 
jaws and 'surrounding parts, which brings the face tc> a con
dition much higher tban that of the fcetus. Hence the pro
jecting snout is a higher structure than the retreating human 
face. Tbese facts have long been familiar to anatomists, 
but I am not aware that the inferiority of tbe human to the 
brute countenance has beretofore been considered a scientific 
conclusion by any one. Yet that inferiority is incontroverti· 
ble and almost self-evident. 

The preceding statements render it clear to the reason 
that man is not in all respects tbe highest animal-and tbat 
it is a prejudice of ignorance tbat assumes that the special
ization of the brain marks man as above all animals in the 
zoological system. It does gi vehim a supremacy by his greater 
p6wer of self·maintenance in the struggle of the world, but 
that has nothing whatever to do with his morphological 
rank. There is nothing in morphology that anywise justi
fies assigning, as is actually done, an almost infinitely greater 
systematic value to the specialization of the brain and a 
specialization of the limbs, stomach, teeth, face, etc., hence 
it is impossible to call man even the highest mammal. It is 
also doubtful whether mammals would be regarded as the 
highest class of the animal kingdom, were they not our 
nearest relatives. Let us beware of claiming to be tbe head 
of organic creation, since the Carnivora and Ungulata are in 
many respects higher than we. I believe that it is just as 
unscientific to call any one animal species the highest, as to 
pitch upon anyone plant to stand at the head of the vegeta
ble kingdom.-G. S. Mi·not. 

.. I .... 
Cures Cor Baldness. 

The Ohemists' Journal says: Dr. Xavier Landerer, of 
Athens; bas again been so obliging as to send us some notes 
from the cradle of pharmacy. 

Numberless remedies for baldness of French, English, 
German, and American origin stock our markets, but none, 
according to Dr. Landerer, equal in efficiency the following, 
which he has used and prescribed for many years past. 
Prepare a tincture of tbe cups of the Quercus rogilops, 
which are known in commerce as valonia, and digest with 
it powdered cloves and cinnamon. Make a tincture by 
digesting the leaves of the Laurus apollonis in acid wine, 
and mix the two together. Before applying this remedy the 
skin of the head should be well washed with a decoction of 
saponaria root (Saponal'ia levantica), to cure any exanthema 

pithyriatis which may be present. Instead of pomatum or 
hair oil, laurel oil should be used, this being the usual hair 
oil in vogue among the ladies of the East. Dr. Landerer 
calls this remedy for baldness alexitrichon, or hair preserver. 

Simultaneous Telegrapltlc and Telephonic Messages. 

The French Minister of Posts and Telegraphs is reported 
to have received in Paris, from Brussels, May 21, a telegram 
of 53 words, and a telephonic dispatch of 119 words, simul
taneously over one wire. The system employed is the dis
covery of Mr. Van Kisselberghe, Director of the Belgian 
Meteorological Bureau. It is said that the practical advantages 
of .this invention are estimated by the French and Belgian 
Governments as of the utmost importance. The distance 
from Brussels to Paris is about 200 miles. 

* Read before the American Association for the Advancement of Sci
ence, Cincinnati meeting, Angnst, IP81. 

MISCELLANEOUS INVENT�S. 
--....:.;. 

Step Cor Vehleles. 

Mr. Asa K. Owen, of Tennessee, McDonough county, TIl., 
has patented an improvement in seats, end gates, and steps 
of vehicles, by which increased facility .and safety are 
afforded passengers in getting in and out while they 
are less liable to be soiled by mud. The device may be 
operated by the driver without releasing his hold of the 
lines. It is quite clearly shown in the annexed cut. 
The body of the vehicle is provided with an end gate, 
pivoted to the rear portions of the sides of the body in 
such a manner that it will open downward, but will be 
restrained from moving back beyond a vertical position 
when it is open. A seat of any desired kind is con
nected with the end gate at 
right angles to the latter, 
transversely, and held at a 
proper distance by means of 
frames that have the same 
center of motion as the gate, 
and move with it. When 
the end gate is thrown down 
the seat occupies the position 
of a step, and is used for get
ting into or out of the wagon; but when the gate is closed 
the seat is in position for use as a seat. When in this posi
tion the end frames of the seat rest on cleats placed on 
the sides of the wagon body. Hinged to the under side 
of the swinging seat is a step that, bears upon the bot
tom of the wagon body when the seat is closed, but 
when the seat is thrown back the step is turned down over 
its edge and comes near to the ground. Tbis gate and seat 
can be opened and closed by means of a combination of 
rods and levers attached to a lever placed in reach of the 
driver, and controlled by him. 

An Ejector Cor Oil Wells. 

An improved device for raising oil from oil wellll, for 
which a patent has been granted to William O. Robbins, of 
New York city, is shown in the accompanying engraving, 
in which B is a pipe extending downward to or near the oil 
in the well, and is provided at its lower end with a check 
valve, and its upper end extending to an oil receiving tank. 
A is a tube entering the pipe, B, through which the oil is 

raisep, at or near its upper 
end, and extends down to 
near the bottom of the 
pipe, and at this point is 
bent so as to extend up· 
ward for a short distance, 
leaving the end of the 
tube a s h 0 r t distance 
above the bend and fac
ing upward. The upper 
end of this tube is con
nected with an air com
pressor or a reservoir for 
compressed air, whereby 
air under pressure will be 
forced through the tube 
and emitted from its lower 
end. This compressed air 

forces the oil in the pipe, B, upward and out of its upper 
end, thus creating a vacuum at the lower end of the pipe 
and causing the check valve to be raised and oil to pass in 
to fill the vacuum. This ejector has an advantage over 
other ejectors in the fact that it may be placed in the pipe 
of the well tbe same as a sucker rod, and requires no 
changes in lower or pumping section before it is applied. 

Button Hole Attachment Cor Se-wlng Macblnes. 

Mr.John K. Harris, of Springfield, Clarke county, 0., has 
patented an improvement in tbe button hole attachment for 
sewing machines, for which be was granted a patent Septem
ber 6, 1881, No. 24 6.7 64. The general method o� making a 
button hole therein described is to make a series of short 
stitches in the cloth, upon one side of the center line, and 
then, after shifting the cloth laterally at the end of this line, 
to reverse the feed and make another series of stitches on the 
other side of the center line, which line is then cut open to 
form the button hole. But in this method of working a 
button hole the ends are not stayed or tied as substantially 
as band-worked holes, and they are more liable to tear. In the 
improved attachment, by means 
of properly arranged devices of 
which we are unable to give a 
full description in our limited 
space the. cloth when it is 
stitched along the line to the 
end of the button hole, is carried 
forward and backward across 
the end of the hole either in straight or curved hnes as may 
be desired, making a perfect stay or tie for the end of the 
hole. Also, by a proper manipulation of the devices, a good 
substantial eyelet button hole, such as is required in heavy 
woolen goods, may be made, and also a single eyelet maybe 
worked without the parallel portion of the button hole. The 
device is shown in the accompanying engraving. 

Perspective Delineator. 

An invention- by which accurate perspective drawings 
can be rapidly and conveniently made, has recently been 
patented by Mr. Girard M. Perk Van Lith, of New York 
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city. A box of suitable size is provided with a cover 
which consists of glass set in a frame hinged to the 
box. The hinges are fitted with stop lugs that allow the 
cover to be opened to a right angled position, but no further, 
and a brace that is pivoted to the box is then raised against 
the frame, and it is securely held in position. A slide is 
fitted for vertical movement in a socket piece at the front of 
the box, and may be adjusted to any height desired, where 
it is retained by a set screw. The box is placed on a suit
able stand with the cover raised, and the eyepiece 
adjusted according to the distance of the object. The 
operator then closing one eye, applies the other to the eye
piece, and then traces the outlines of the object seen through 
the glass, on its inner surface, with a soft lead pencil. By 
tracing afterward on the outside of the glass with a copying 
liquid all the lines already marked on the inside, and plac
ing a dampened drawing paper over these lines and rubbing 
slightly with the hand over the back of the paper, a correct 
perspective sketch from nature appears on the paper. 

Detachable Handle for Teacups, etc. 

Among the recently patented novelties we find a detach
able handle for teacups, invented by Mr. John W. Davis, of 
Marion, Marion county, S. C. The handle may be ofa strip 
or narrow plate of spring metal. but it is preferred to make it 
of a single piece of spring wire, which may be plated with 
gold, silver, or nickel, if desired. The handle is made of two 
strands to give it sufficient width to prevent turning side
ways on the cup. The handle is bent so that the prongs 
that pass over the edge and inside the cup extend out
wardly from each other at their ends to prevent the handle 
from turning laterally on the cup. These prongs and the 
handle on the outside of the cup are formed so that when 
the thickness of the cup is passed between them, the 
elasticity of the metal of the handle will cause it to be held 
with sufficient firmness for safe handling of the vessel 
and its contents. This handle is cheap, ornamental, and 
durable, and gives to plain cups all the ad v'antages of those 
that have permanent handles, and at less expense, and they 
are not liable to be broken off. 

• tea. 

Protection to Inventors. 

In the Senate, May 19, Mr. Call submitted the following 
resolution, which was ordered to lie on the table and be 
printed: 

Resolved, That the just exercise of the power granted to 
Congress in Section 8, Article 1, of the Constitution, "To 
promote the progress of science and useful arts, by securing 
for limited time to authors and inventors the exclusive right 
to their respective writings and discoveries," requires such 
amendment of the laws as will secure to the people of all the 
States and Territories, without prejudice because of any con
ditions of poverty, equal rights and equal opportunity in 
the beneficial use of their inventions and discoveries, and to 
reasonable compensation for the time, labor, skill, and 
knowledge applied and expended in making and improving 
such inventions. 

That it is referred to the Committee on Patents to considf>r 
the subject, and to report a bill to the Senate wh ich shall 
provide either for an extension of patents, or for the com
mencement of the life of a patent at the period of its success
ful introduction into public use, or for a royalty on such 
invention diminishing gradually, and with the amount r�al
ized from it, or otherwise providing relief or protection where 
new and useful inventions bave been, or sball be made by 
persons whose poverty an d limited means have deprived them 
of the beneficial use of the right to the said invention, or 
from obtaining a reasonable compensation from the same; 
also providing adequate protection to the people against ex
cessive charges or vexatious suits, or against the exclusive 
right to inventions, as an oppressive monopoly. 

It might be useful in this connection to have an autboritative 
definition of "oppressive monopoly," as applied to patent 
rights. Seeing that the inventor takes from the public no
thing which it previously enjoyed, but simply offers fora con
sideration something new, something which may be declined 
and dispensed with if the price is excessi ve, the phrase, " the 
use of the exclusive right to inventors as an oppressive mo· 
nopoly," seems to us to be simply a contradiction in terms. 

. f. J • 

Immigration and Wages. 

Discussing the enormous ability of this country in pro
viding occupation for larger and larger bodies of laborers 
without risk of a surfeit in the labor market, the Boston 
Oommercial Bulletin points out that while the population of 
the United States has increased neaTly 25,000,000 since 18 60, 

about 6,000,000 of the number being immigrants, the diver
sity of our industries, made possible by a protective tariff, 
has absorbed the increase with ease, and bas not been satis-' 
fied This i� evident from the fact that while the cost of the 
necessaries of life, both food and clothing, is no higher, and 
in most cases, is lower now than then (excepting, of course, 
certain brief abnormal periods), wages in both agricuitural 
and manufacturing pursuits are everywhere higher, and a 
good deal higher. The wages of woolen mill operatives 
average 40 per cent higher in 1882 than in 1860; those of 
cotton mill operatives about 35 per cent higher ; of me
chanics in wood and iron about twenty-five per cent higher. 
Farmers in the west are getting more for their produce than 
they did in 18 60, although the consumer pays less now than 
then; this h due to the improvements in and decrease in the 
cost of transportation. Wages paid by farmers are about 30 
per cent higher now tbal;), tlwD, 
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